This Spring at the LTEC

You may notice that this Newsletter is a bit shorter! As all deadlines and guidelines for awards have not changed, and the calendar is attached, I chose to give a brief summary and wait for the summer to give an account of what has gone on this year, fall and spring together.

The deadlines are repeated for the Facul-TE and Fellows award applications. Recall that the Technology Professional Development Award has a rolling deadline.

The spring semester is packed with events, pedagogy and technology. The first two will occur even before you get this newsletter! Join me for topics as diverse as Teaching Resources and Understanding HTML for Online Instructors.

The Calendar of LTEC events is attached. Be sure to periodically check our web site for the latest information, and watch for my weekly messages.
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Funding Opportunities from the LTEC

Information Services
Technology Professional Development Awards

The Awards are made as applications come in, no formal deadline is given. The Maximum award is $500 per individual annually. See the LTEC web site www.potsdam.edu/ltec for more details.

-----------------------------------------------

Facul-TE Awards

Please send one copy of your application in electronic form including the cover page you can download from the LTEC web site, and another in hard copy to Cheryl Miller, LTEC, ltec@potsdam.edu.

Deadlines for Applications:
March 1, 2008  April 15, 2008

-----------------------------------------------

Faculty Fellowships

To have your proposal considered for 2008-2009 funding by the Faculty Fellows Committee, applications must be received by Friday, March 14, 2008. For more information about the Faculty Fellows Guidelines, or to read reports by previous Fellows, go to www.potsdam.edu/ltec and follow the links for Faculty Fellows.

-----------------------------------------------

Coming Events

There are many exciting events coming, be sure to check the Calendar and web site for more details. Here are the first few...

Monday 1/28/08, 2 – 4pm IF*AT is here! by Cheryl Miller. A first batch of the scratch off sheets shown by Dee Fink at the associated Colleges Teaching Effectiveness Conference has arrived. Come see what types there are and try them out in your class.

Tuesday 2/5/08, 3:30 – 5pm Fulbright Scholars by Kim Bouchard. Kim will discuss her recent experience as a Fulbright Scholar and ways to find out if you are eligible for one.

Monday 2/11/08, 3 – 5pm Faculty Exchange by Lora Lunt. How do exchanges work and is it right for you?

Wednesday 2/13/08, 3 – 4:30pm Formatting Documents for Web Delivery and Easy Printing by Mike Philips. This is the first of 3 Distance Learning sessions this spring.

Are you interested in a webinar on Second Life in Education? If enough faculty indicate their interest the LTEC will pay for a connection to the webinar on Thursday 3/20/08, 1 – 3pm. Let Cheryl know ASAP if you would like to participate. For more information about the webinar see https://www.academicimpressions.com/web_conferences/0308-second-life.php
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